
Therapeutic Goods 
Advertising Requirements

FAQ for Direct Sellers

As a direct seller, is it ok to say my shake product burns visceral
fat if it is a therapeutic good? For example: “Happy New Year Its
time to cleanse: Here’s to burning visceral fat and making 6
packs.”
NO. Making such a social media post for a therapeutic good would be considered
a testimonial, as defined in the Advertising Code. You are involved in the sale and
marketing of the product. The Advertising Code does not allow testimonials from
someone involved in the sale or marketing of therapeutic goods from being used
in the advertising of therapeutic goods.

As a direct seller, am I able to state what the product is used for?
For example: “This supplement promotes effective healthy weight
loss and lean muscle building”
YES. You can state what the product is used for, provided you are not claiming to
have used the product yourself, the purpose of the product you describe is
consistent with the indications or intended purpose of the product set out by your
direct selling organisation. You will still need to comply with all other applicable
provisions of the Code including the weight loss provision which require you to
convey the need for a healthy diet and exercise.

As a direct seller, am I able to say my tooth paste whitens and
brightens your teeth as I have not said I use it? For example: “This
toothpaste Brightens and whitens teeth while fighting plaque
formation”.
YES. If the advertising in which you make such a claim does not state or imply
that you have used the good, it would not be considered a testimonial. Therefore,
you could use such a claim to advertise the therapeutic goods you sell, provided it
is consistent with the indications or intended purpose on the label of the good, the
ARTG entry for the good, any instructions for use from the manufacturer for the
good, and the advertising complies with all relevant Code requirements. Note that
toothpaste maybe a cosmetic product and in that case, you can say that you use
it. However, you would need to be careful with the claims made as and in that
case, you can say that you use it. However, you would need to be careful with the
claims made as therapeutic claims can make a cosmetic product into a
therapeutic good. 



As a direct seller, am I able to describe how I have used the
products to help myself get well? For example: “Yesterday I was
down for the count in a big way with some wicked food poisoning.
Used digesta and peppermint on my tummy for support and relief
while diffusing lavender and lemon fresh, for calm and uplifting
vibes. Happy to be on the other side of it today and happy for oils
that come in clutch for all kinds of things!! Also, super grateful for
a husband who took care of not just me but the baby and the
dishes and the laundry while I was laid up with the plague.”
NO. This would be a testimonial, which would be prohibited as you are involved in
the sale and supply of the product which you are stating you use.

I am a direct seller, my friend experienced weight loss from the
products I sold him. Am I able to publish his story on my social
media? For example: “It’s day’s like today that make me really stop
and think about why I do what I do. Around a year, ago I reached
out to a friend and suggested we have a chat. 12 months later this
is the result, he now works out every day, spends heaps of fun
times with his grandchildren & has energy to burn. However, most
importantly he has had an amazing shift in his mindset and
attitude to life, he was always a positive person however now we
both know anything Is possible for his life going forward. He is
dreaming again.”
YES. BUT, someone else’s experience with the use of a therapeutic good can
only be published on your social media as a testimonial if you have verified the
identity of the customer and that they have used the goods and they are not
involved in selling or supplying the product (i.e. not in your upline or downline).
Please note that there are also particular additional requirements for advertising
weight loss products in the Code.



I am a direct seller and I have experienced a weight loss from the
product I sell. Would my before and after photographs be
considered a testimonial?
Probably YES. Your “before” and “after “photos would have to be considered in
context to establish if they constitute a testimonial. If you use the photos in a
social media post and are attributed to you and a product you sell, then they
would be considered a testimonial by you and therefore would be not be allowed.
If they are not attributed to you or a third party, then they would be considered a
claim (e.g. ‘here is what you can achieve using this product’). Where the photos
are not considered a seller testimonial (i.e. they are someone else’s photos), the
representations made by the photos will still need to comply with the Code,
including the weight loss product requirements. 

For example, you can only include photos of individuals, their statistics or
testimonials if the results achieved by those individuals from the use of the
therapeutic goods represents results expected to be achieved on average by
users of the goods.

The information provided is a general overview of the new Therapeutic Goods Advertising Code. If
you require further more specific advice about the impact on your business, you should seek
independent professional advice.
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